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Executive Summary  
As part of a larger usability study for Foliotek, this report outlines the card sorting our team conducted 
specifically for the Student Identity (ID) page. Our team evaluated the Foliotek Student ID page by 
conducting an open card sort with participants in Foliotek’s target demographic. A card sort is a user 
experience methodology that is conducted by having participants organize cards with the names of different 
elements of the user interface printed on them based upon what makes the most sense to each participant. 
We started by creating the cards and then piloting a very non-granular version of the test with two members 
of the target demographic. From that we refined the granularity of our cards and began recruiting participants 
for the main card sort evaluations.  
 
Each member of our team independently conducted at least one card sorting session with a participant. Each 
member of our team either printed out a standardized deck of cards in order to conduct the test physically or 
inputted them into a study on Optimal Workshop in order to conduct the test virtually. Notes were taken 
while listening to the participants’ reasonings for groupings, and observations noted where each card was 
being placed. We evaluated the results from each test both on their own and then in relation to the other 
results from other participants. We looked for similarities in order to find insight into better ways to group 
elements and we looked into wild differences to identify where confusion may be cropping up. 
 

Finding  Recommendation 

Users must carry out multiple interactions for 
editing content.  

To improve user flow, focus editing within modular 
content blocks by displaying edit icon statically 
without the hover effect while expanding the width 
of sections for awareness.  

Some of the categories within the current navigation 
do not require main level distinction  

Navigation categories should be reduced and 
prioritized to better support user flow  

Navigation categories split similar areas into 
different sections. 

Simplify the navigation categories to match user 
expectations. 

 
As a result of completing the card sort our team was able to gain a better understanding of the issues that 
users may run into while navigating around Foliotek’s website looking for content. We found that there were 
many instances where the participants grouped elements together that weren’t together in Foliotek’s current 
interface. We also found that there were many different interactions that users would need to actually 
execute to edit content - something that was seen as unwieldy and time consuming. 
 
Our next report will further dive into Foliotek’s actual interface as we will be laying out our findings from our 
comprehensive usability tests. Through the usability tests we will be running we hope to compile actionable 
findings based upon observable positive or negative interactions with the interface. We already have 
identified some findings and recommendations through running both the heuristic evaluation and this card 
sort, and we believe that those prior findings, recommendations, and observations will be an asset to us as 
we conduct these tests.  
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Introduction  
 
With over 100,000 active users, Folitotek has created a Student ID page which serves as a tool to help 
students and recent graduates showcase their work and experiences professionally. The purpose of this 
study is to gain a better understanding of the Student ID page and how we can improve upon the usability of 
its navigation by using the card sort method. The Student ID page serves as a student’s online identity in 
which they can customize the aesthetic of their page, attach work spanning multiple academic focus areas, 
and add additional material such as a CV/resume.  
 
Under the current navigation, users have the ability to: change themes, edit details, change background, 
advance styling, and share their identity page. We decided to concentrate our study on the page’s navigation 
due to the multiple interaction flows for editing content. The overarching question of this study is:  

- Are the multiple entryways for editing content beneficial to the user?  
- Can we improve page usability by condensing flow for editing content into one primary navigation? 

 
We also wanted to gain more information about user opinions about the current navigation structure. After 
users completed the card sort, we introduced the current Foliotek Student ID page and asked users about 
their opinions and if they had any recommendations.  
 
Through completing this study, we identified themes about how the navigation on the Student ID page could 
better support users. We utilized data and insights from the card sort to develop the recommendations 
contained in this report for the Student ID page navigation.   
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Methods 

After an initial brainstorm, our team began defining the focus of our study by writing down the description of 
the Student ID page. We chose to focus on the Student ID page out of priority from our client and consistency 
with the entirety of our usability study; not because the the Foliotek platform was too complicated to analyze 
in a single sorting activity. We concentrated our study on the page’s navigation due to the multiple interaction 
flows for editing content gleaned from our Heuristic Evaluation. With our focus defined, we diagrammed the 
current Student ID page and highlighted editable sections that we wanted to evaluate using card sorting (see 
Figure 1).  
 

 
Figure 1 

Pilot Testing 

As noted in our latest Heuristic report, we wanted to further avoid any bias in our evaluations and decided to 
seek a university student and recent college graduate as participants within a non-granular pilot test. While 
our internal group members understood the yellow “parent” card and orange “child” card relationship in this 
sort, we ensured that they were randomized upon presentation to participants to enforce little bias. The cards 
were crafted using the information on the current Student ID page which gave the participant the capability to 
realistically group cards into categories. We planned our pilot to capture color-coded cards with 1:1 
moderation and different levels of granularity to observe whether or not they would use the blank cards 
provided to create new categories or if they would use the cards as-is to match hierarchy. As the card sort 
would gauge their logic behind website navigation, we inferred that it would be beneficial to conclude the 
activity by showing our participants the current website and inquired if their results would be a good user 
experience navigationally or if they would choose another option from top-level, side menu, and modular 
options.  
 
Our first participant was the current student who did not create additional cards; using the provided cards 
as-is to sort. Then we presented the participant with a screenshot of the current state of the Student ID page. 
When asked which navigation would consistently fit this site, the current student noted modular because it 
reflected direction and seamlessness. They further stated that this would allow the user to click into the 
section being edited directly as opposed to clicking on a side menu to non-directly edit the profile description, 
for example. The results from our second study remained consistent with the first—they both chose a 
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modular navigational format. However, the difference between the two was that the recent college graduate 
in our second activity used the blank cards to create an overarching level of hierarchy with green cards (see 
Figure 2) which reflected this modular format while participant one did not.  
 

 
Figure 2 

Granular Card Sorting 

Due to the results of the pilot test, our group agreed that the non-granular pilot was a good resource to 
ensure little bias given the way the pilot was conducted. This coupled with the quasi-closed nature of the 
pilot prompted the granularity (e.g. no hierarchy) and openness of our main card sorting activity. Using 
OptimalSort and in-person methods, we conducted the exercise with six participants and little moderation 
including an activity purpose and specific instructions around information sorting.  
 
Once we had responses from our participants, we analyzed the data logically and determined findings with 
recommendations on how the page’s navigation should be organized. For example, Participant 3 stated that 
they didn’t agree with the current Foliotek navigation and felt that the editable content was too far from the 
input. Instead of taking this at face value, we looked deeper into the data by considering why and reflecting 
on observing their behaviors when carrying out the exercise. With this in mind, we noted that the small 
navigational text inhibited them from being able to quickly move throughout the page.  
 
The main mission of our card sort was to discover existing and potential issues within the navigation in the 
Student ID page. while our participants completed the sort successfully, we noted pros and cons within the 
navigational flow related to multiple means for editing content. In addition, we gained a lot of valuable 
feedback from participants which helped us generate more concrete recommendations for Foliotek.  
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Findings and Recommendations 

Finding 1: Users must carry out multiple interactions for editing content.  

There are multiple interaction flows a user encounters as they edit their Student ID page. Foliotek provides a 
pencil icon within various areas—and user interactions such as hovering—within the page (Figure 3). Through 
our card sort, we found four of our participants wanting to primarily click into content boxes to edit instead of 
using the side menu navigation. However, this ability is hidden and can only be triggered upon hovering over 
content. Given that this functionality was not initially visible upon landing on the ID page, two users recalled 
stalling to think through their actions instead of moving their cursor around the screen to explore the page’s 
options. Furthermore, this caused them to click into the side menu instead of hovering over modules to edit 
content.  
 

 
Figure 3 

Recommendation: To improve user flow, focus editing within modular content blocks by 
displaying edit icon statically without the hover effect while expanding the width of sections for 
awareness.  

To address this issue, we suggest condensing navigational flow for editing. Through this recommendation, we 
envision the pencil icon and gradient layer statically displaying over the page’s content blocks without forcing 
the user to hover to populate this. With this, the side menu would disappear. Allowing this real estate to be 
taken up the content blocks, thus enlarging these elements and their text for better visibility. 

Finding 2: Some of the categories within the current navigation do not require main 
level distinction.  

During this study, on average users organized the current features of the navigation into three or four 
categories. The current navigation has five categories, consisting of: change themes, edit details, change 
background, advance styling, and share their identity page. Many participants condensed the styling features, 
with some participants providing different subcategories related to styling underneath a “settings category” 
 

Participant   Category 1  Category 2  Category 3   Category 4   Category 5   Category 6  

3  Personal 
Informatio
n  

Personal 
Setting  
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4   Profile   Template  Style   Category 
undefined   

   

5  Personal 
Informatio
n 

Template 
Choices  

Advanced 
personalizatio
n 

Change 
Styles  

   

6   Photo 
Editing 

Text  Interface 
Controls 

Widgets  Web  Design 
Surface 

7  Formatting  Sharing Utility  Information 
that needs to 
be shared 

     

Figure 4 

Recommendation: Navigation categories should be prioritized to better support user flow.  

Given the purpose of Foliotek, the personal information section was most commonly identified by users as 
the most important section of the Student ID page. Despite differences in how participants believed the 
information should be presented (top nav, side nav, modular) many believed the personal information section 
to be the most important. Based on this, the navigation should support the importance of the personal 
information. Results from this study also indicate that the current navigation could be prioritized to match 
user expectations.  

Finding 3: Navigation categories split similar areas into different sections. 

Categories such as ‘Change Your Theme’, ‘Change Your Background’, and “Change Your Styling’ all fall into 
the overarching description of design changes. While not all users might need to get into this section at an 
advanced level, splitting it up was mentioned by Participant 7 as a source of confusion when looking at the 
Foliotek system. Participants 3, 5, 6, and 7 all grouped such design changes into a simpler overarching 
category, further demonstrating a need for simplification.  

Recommendation: Simplify the navigation categories to match user expectations. 

Simplifying the navigation to combine these similar categories would help the user easily locate controls for 
the ID page, specifically for the design sections. Preventing unnecessary user navigation should be a priority 
for this system, as it creates a more usable experience. 
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Proposed Navigation & Editing Layout 

The proposed changes to the system would cover the redundancy for having the information be visible but 
not editable from the main ID page section as seen in Figure 5 below. This also leaves all design and styling 
options, as well as the share settings, in the current sidebar format on the left (labelled below as ‘sidebar 
editing’). The main difference is that the modular sections to the right are directly editable, allowing users to 
avoid navigating through as many submenus as the current system requires. 
 
 

 
Figure 5 
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Discussion & Conclusion 
The open card sort study was conducted separately by all group members, after doing a short pilot to 
discover any possible issues. Participants were selected based on their inclusion in the target population 
(students and recent graduates) and were selected by the team. None of the participants had exposure to 
Foliotek before, which was an intentional choice to find how someone new to the system would organize it.  
 
Each participant was given the same set of cards (either physically, or digitally through Optimal Workshop 
Card Sorting), and was provided sticky notes/space to label their own categories. The moderator watched the 
process after prompting the participant with instructions, and asked follow up questions when necessary. The 
final version of each card sort was documented, and can be found in the appendix. Each participant was then 
shown the Foliotek system, and had the chance to ask questions about it. The moderator then asked the 
participant to select what navigation style they thought was best fitted to the Foliotek system based on their 
card sort. This was between the options of modular, top level, or sidebar. The moderator ended the study by 
clarifying why each participant made their choice for navigation style. 
 
Scope of Study Limitation 
This study was only on the ID page of the Foliotek system; not all parts of the system were tested through this 
card sort. As the ID page is the focus of our analysis on this system, this works for a limited study, but a full 
card sort should be done with the entire system to ease navigation problems throughout. 
 
Sample Size & Selection Limitation 
The participants were chosen by convenience, and therefore may not be representative of the entire 
population of users. This, combined with the small sample size, indicates a larger study could be done to back 
up these initial findings. 
 
Next Steps 
Combined with the results from the previous studies, this knowledge will help structure the upcoming 
usability test for Foliotek’s ID page. The issues discovered with the current navigation through the card sort 
will inform the team what to focus attention and follow up questions from for the study. 
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Appendices 
 
Cards for Study 

 
 
Participants 1 & 2 
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Objective: Our team is seeking assistance in defining what information should be reflected in the Foliotek 
Student ID page from the stance of the user customizing content.  

Card Sort Audience: Current students (1 undergrad/1 graduate) who are on the job market 

Process 

- To avoid bias, conducted a moderated pilot test with two non-group members 
- Both current students (undergraduate/graduate) 

- Spread all the cards out on table. Had blank cards and pens for each participant to create new topics or 
labels.  

- Directions: Showed each participant the set of cards (unsorted) and explained that our group was 
asking for help to define what information should go with the headers in the navigation in order to 
seamlessly edit the ID page. Explained that they can set a card aside if they don’t know what it means 
or if the card doesn’t fit any particular group. Asked participants to talk out loud while working  

- Had to explain that we wanted to see groupings of cards that make sense logically to each 
participant.  

- Then, participants matched cards by parent (yellow) and child (orange) and moderator took 
notes while activity took place. 

- Participant 1 grouped cards in a top-level structure (parent with child underneath) 
- Participant 2 was the only person to use the blank cards to create new categories 

(green) and added the teams yellow and orange cards to new groups 
- After the participants had grouped the cards, we provided them with a print out of the current ID page 

and asked them to consider the activity they just participated in. They were to compare their results 
with the structure of the current site and explain to the moderator what navigational structure they 
think would work best for the site from the following options: 

- Top-level 
- Sidebar 
- Modular 

- Then using the paper, the moderator took notes as they asked them to describe why they chose that 
particular navigational structure 

- Based on the results of this activity, both participants chose modular 
- Participant 1 selected this because they thought it would be easier for people to use 

since it matched LinkedIn and “virtually everyone who has a job has a LinkedIn”. 
- Participant 2 selected modular because they believed that it would a) help the user 

understand what content block was being edited as opposed to current sidebar and b) 
they assumed it would be quicker to edit content in the block instead of moving cursor 
to sidebar to edit name, for example 
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Participant 3 

  
● Organized 2 categories: Personal Information & Personal setting 
● Arranged content in the flow of the navigation  
● Unable to categorize or provide title for the row where upload profile image. 
● Did not write in any new categories  
● Did not like current Foliotek navigation, felt that the content where you edit was too far away from the 

input  
○ Text was very small  

 
● Personal Information 

○ Website Links 
○ Description 
○ Email 
○ Education History 
○ Work History 
○ Name 

● Personal Setting 
○ Set Background 
○ Background Style 
○ Set Background Color 
○ Custom Colors 
○ Red Template 
○ Blue Template 
○ B&W Template 
○ Text Style 
○ Fonts 
○ Color 
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○ Upload Profile Image 
○ Set Custom URL 
○ Link Style 
○ Set Share Title 
○ Set Share Description 
○ Show Social Icons 
○ Resume Upload 

 
Participant 4 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

● Three categories:profile, template, style, was unable to develop a category for “website links” and 
“show social icons” 

● Did not add any new sections  
● Would organize navigation so that personalized content was near the top. Believed that styling and 

template content should be on the bottom or off to the side 
● Did not like current foliotek navigation, felt that the text was too small to read  

 
● Profile 

○ Background Style 
○ Upload Profile Image 
○ Name 
○ Work History 
○ Resume Upload 
○ Description 
○ Education History 
○ Email 

● Template 
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○ Red Template 
○ Blue Template 
○ B&W Template 

● Style 
○ Text Style 
○ Fonts 
○ Custom Colors 
○ Link Style 
○ Set Background 
○ Set Share Description 
○ Set Background Color 
○ Set Share Title 
○ Set Custom URL 

● Unknown 
○ Website Links 
○ Show Social Icons 

 

Participant 5 

 
● Personal Info 

○ Name 
○ Resume Upload 
○ Upload Profile Image 
○ Work History 
○ Website Links 
○ Show Social Icons 
○ Set Share Description 
○ Set Custom URL 
○ Email 
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○ Description 
○ Education History 

● Template Choices 
○ Blue Template 
○ B&W Template 
○ Red Template 

● Advance Personalization 
○ Custom Colors 
○ Set Background Color 
○ Background Style 
○ Set Background 

● Change Styles 
○ Link Style 
○ Set Share Style 
○ Fonts 
○ Text Style 

 
Participant 6 

 
 

● Photo Editing 
○ Upload profile image 
○ Description 

● Text 
○ Fonts 
○ Custom Colors 
○ Text Style 

● Web 
○ Link Style 
○ Set Custom URL 
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○ Website Links 
○ Set Share Description 
○ Set Share Title 

● Interface Controls 
○ Show Social Icons 
○ Name 

● Widgets 
○ Resume Upload 
○ Email 
○ Work History 
○ Education History 

● Design Surface 
○ B&W Template 
○ Red Template 
○ Background Style 
○ Set Background 
○ Set Background Color 
○ Blue Template 

 
Participant 7 

 
● Three categories: 

○ Information that needs to be shared 
○ Formatting 
○ Sharing utility 

● Participant stated that all design elements should be together 
● When shown the Foliotek system, the user stated it was complicated 
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● They chose a mix of modular and sidebar navigation as the best match for the system, specifically 

modular for entering basic info, and sidebar for in depth styling and other changes. 
 
Information That Needs to be Shared 

- Name 
- Description 
- Email 
- Work History 
- Education History 
- Resume Upload 
- Upload Profile Image 
- Website Links 
- Show Social Icons 

 
Formatting 

- Templates (Blue/Red/B&W) 
- Set Background 
- Set Background Color 
- Background Style 
- Fonts 
- Text Style 
- Custom Colors 

 
Sharing Utility 

- Set Share Title 
- Set Share Description 
- Set Share Link 
- Link Style 
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